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We present a high angular resolution brain atlas constructed by averaging 90 diffusion spectrum imaging
(DSI) datasets in the ICBM-152 space. The spatial normalization of the diffusion information was conducted
by a novel q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction method, which reconstructed the spin distribution function
(SDF) in the ICBM-152 space from the diffusion MR signals. The performance of this method was examined by
a simulation study modeling nonlinear transformation. The result showed that the reconstructed SDFs can
resolve crossing !bers and that the accumulated quantitative anisotropy can reveal the relative ratio of the
!ber populations. In the in vivo study, the SDF of the constructed atlas was shown to resolve crossing !ber
orientations. Further, !ber tracking showed that the atlas can be used to present the pathways of !ber
bundles, and the termination locations of the !bers can provide anatomical localization of the connected
cortical regions. This high angular resolution brain atlas may facilitate future connectome research on the
complex structure of the human brain.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Diffusion MRI is a noninvasive imaging method to reveal the
underlyingwhitematter structure of the human brain (Merboldt et al.,
1992; Moseley et al., 1993). By using the diffusion tensor model,
diffusionMRI canbeused to reconstruct diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
(Basser et al., 1994), which has been used to study the !ber orien-
tations and the quantitative measurement of the diffusion char-
acteristics (Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996; Pierpaoli and Basser, 1996;
Pierpaoli et al., 1996). The axonal connections in the human brain can
also be assessed by applying streamline !ber tracking on DTI data
(Basser et al., 2000; Conturo et al., 1999; Mori et al., 1999). The
application of diffusionMRI has been extended to group studies,which
aim to construct an atlas by linearly or nonlinearly transforming
individual brains to a template space. This approach offers ensemble
information about the human brain andmay play an important role in
the study of brain connectome (Williams, 2010).

To provide reliable ensemble information, an atlas needs to resolve
accurate principal !ber directions and to offer consistent results of the
quantitative analysis. To satisfy these purposes, studies have been
conducted using af!ne transform (Jones et al., 2002; Mori et al., 2008;
Muller et al., 2007) or nonlinear transformation (Ardekani and Sinha,

2006;Goodlett et al., 2006; Park et al., 2003; Penget al., 2009; VanHecke
et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2006, 2011). Although these
templates have provided various solutions to construct an atlas, they are
all based on DTI, which is known to have the following limitations:
dif!culty in resolving crossing !bers (Alexander et al., 2002; Tuch et al.,
2002) and the partial volume effect, which leads to inaccurate
estimation of the anisotropy index in the !ber crossing regions
(Alexander et al., 2001; Barrick and Clark, 2004; Oouchi et al., 2007).

The crossing !ber limitation could be solved by using an orien-
tation distribution function (ODF) to characterize the diffusion
distribution or !ber populations. The diffusion images can be acquired
by using a single-shell diffusion sampling scheme, which is also
known as high angular resolution diffusion image (HARDI) (Tuch
et al., 2002) acquisition, or by using a grid sampling scheme, which is
known as diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI) (Wedeen et al., 2005)
acquisition. Model-free reconstruction methods include q-ball imag-
ing (QBI) (Tuch, 2004) and DSI, which model diffusion distribution by
a probability based approach and calculate diffusion ODFs. Deconvo-
lution methods include spherical deconvolution (Tournier et al.,
2004), which calculates the volume fraction of !ber populations and
obtains the !ber orientation distribution (FOD). To further apply
spatial transformation to these ODF-based methods, a recent study
was proposed to obtain the transformed FOD from the high angular
resolution diffusion image (HARDI) (Hong et al., 2009). However, this
method is limited to linear transformation, and the transformed
FOD has not yet been shown to provide an anisotropic index for
quantitative analysis.
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In addition to the crossing !ber limitation, the partial volume
problem is still under active research. Although !ber crossing can be
resolved by usingHARDI acquisition, one recent study showed that the
generalized fractional anisotropy (GFA) offered by QBI is also
vulnerable to the partial volume effect of crossing !bers (Fritzsche
et al., 2010), indicating that studies using ODF to characterize diffusion
distribution may also suffer from the partial volume effect. This result
can be understood by the fact that the ODF of the diffusion distribution
(e.g. diffusion ODF) or !ber volume fraction (e.g. FOD) are fractional
values, not the actual amount of the diffusion spins. The partial
occupation of crossing !bers or background diffusion will inevitably
change the fractional values, leading to a consequence known as the
partial volume effect. This problem is even more challenging when
nonlinear transformation is applied to the ODF. The transformation
may contain scaling and shearing that alters the fractional measure-
ment of the diffusion spins and causes dif!culties in transforming an
ODF to the template space. To solve this problem, a possible solution is
to use the spin distribution function (SDF), which presents the amount
of the spins undergoing diffusion in different orientations. The SDF can
be estimated by using generalized q-sampling imaging (GQI) (Yeh
et al., 2010), with the expense of an additional spin density scan for
calibration.

In this study, we aimed to construct a high angular resolution brain
atlas in the ICBM-152 space using the SDFmeasurement. To obtain the
SDFs in the ICBM-152 space (termed transformed SDF in the following
texts, as opposed to the original SDF, which is the SDF obtained from
GQI without transformation), we propose a novel method called q-
space diffeomorphic reconstruction, which can calculate transformed
SDFs in any given deformation !eld that satis!es diffeomorphism.
This method can employ linear or non-linear registration, including
registration based on diffusion images (Chiang et al., 2008; Hong et al.,
2009; Yap et al., 2010, 2011) or registration based on structure
images. The q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction aims to preserve
!ber orientations so that these orientations can be used to conduct
!ber tracking. Moreover, this method aims to satisfy the conservation
of diffusion spins, and the transformed SDFs can be used to conduct
quantitative analysis.

To demonstrate the performance of this method, we simulated a
90°-crossing phantom and applied nonlinear transformation that
models scaling and rotation. The transformed SDFs were examined
and compared with the original SDFs to examine their abilities to
resolve crossing !bers and to provide quantitative analysis. Stream-
line !ber tracking was conducted to examine the !ber tracts gene-
rated from the resolved !ber orientations.

To construct a high angular resolutionbrain atlas,we collected a total
of 90DSI datasets, and SPM5 (WellcomeTrust Centre for Neuroimaging,
London, UK)was used to obtain the nonlinear transformation thatmaps
each subject space to the ICBM-152 space. The transformed SDFs in the
ICBM-152 space were reconstructed using the q-space diffeomorphic
reconstruction, and our NTU-90 atlas was constructed by averaging the
transformed SDFs of these 90 DSI datasets. The averaged SDFs were
examined to con!rm the ability to resolve crossing!ber, and streamline
!ber tracking was applied to present potential applications of the atlas
in brain studies.

Materials and methods

Diffeomorphic mapping

Diffeomorphic mapping can be formulated as the following
equation: !(rs)=rt, where ! is the mapping function (! :R3!R3),
rs is the coordinates in the subject space, and rt is the coordinates in the
template space (e.g. the ICBM-152 space). Diffeomorphic mapping
satis!es two prerequisites: ! has an invert function !!1, and both !
and!!1 are differentiable. In otherwords, for any point rs, there exists
a corresponding point !(rs) in the template space, and the Jacobian

matrix J!(rs) can be evaluated at rs. This mapping approach provides
a more general model for spatial transformation. For example, it can
be used to model linear transformation: !(rs)=Ars+ t, where A is a
3-by-3 matrix and t is the translocation vector, or to model nonlinear
mapping: !(rs)=rs+cos(2"rs/R), where R is a length constant.

Spin conservation model

To obtain the transformed SDF, we introduce the concept of
“conservation of diffusion spins,” which ensures that the amount of
the diffusion spins is conserved in the diffeomorphic mapping. To
formulate this concept, we model the diffusion pattern in the subject
space in terms of a density function Qs(rs,rs "), which represents the
number of the spins that move from coordinates rs to coordinates rs "
in a speci!c diffusion time, and similarly, wemodel the corresponding
density function in the template space as Qt(rt,rt "), where !(rs)=rt
and !(rs")=rt ". With these notations, we model the conservation of
the diffusion spins as follows:

Qs rs; r
0
s

! "
drs = Q t rt; r

0
t

! "
drt !1"

where drs and drt are differential volume elements at rs and rt, re-
spectively. Since the ratio of the diffusiondisplacement to the size of an
image voxel in the combined k-space and q-space imaging is around
0.01 (Callaghan, 1993), we can assume that the diffusion displacement
is negligibly small in our spin conservation model. Thus the Jacobian
matrix J!! 1(rt) can be viewed as a constant valuewhen the spinsmove
from rt to rt ", (i.e. J!! 1(rt)" J!! 1(rt ")). This allows us to replace drs/drt
by the Jacobian determinant, | J!! 1(rt)|, and derive the following
equation:

Qs rs; r
0
s

! "
= Q t rt; r

0
t

! "
j J!!1 rt! "j!1 !2"

where | J!! 1(rt)|!1 is the inverse of the Jacobian determinant of!!1 at
rt, and the subscript !!1 denotes the inverse function of the dif-
feomorphic mapping !. The spin conservation model can be further
incorporated into the SDF, as described in the following section.

Spin distribution function

SDF is de!ned as the amount of the spins that undergo diffusion in
different orientations (Yeh et al., 2010). By using the density function
Qs(rs,rs ") de!ned in the previous section, we can calculate the original
SDF in the subject space as follows:

"s!rs;u" = #L

0
Qs rs; rs + ru! "dr !3"

where r is the displacement variable that ranges from 0 to the dif-
fusion sampling length L, and u is the sampling direction of the SDF.
The transformed SDF in the template space, however, has to consider
the scaling effect on displacement variable r due to the diffeomorphic
mapping. Since a unit distance in the template space may not be equal
to the same distance in the subject space, we calculate the SDF in the
template space as follows:

"t rt;v! " = #L

0
Qt rt; rt + # J!!1 rt! "v#!1rv
# $

dr !4"

where # J!!1 rt! "v# is the vector norm of the transformed vector
J!!1 rt! "v. The additional term, # J!!1 rt! "v#!1, is added to cancel the
scaling effect of the diffeomorphic mapping because the unit distance
at rt + rv is scaled by # J!!1 rt + rv! "v#, which can be approximated by
# J!!1 rt! "v#. Incorporating the spin conservation model stated in
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Eq. (2) into Eq. (4), we reformulated the SDF calculation in the
template space as follows:

"t rt;v! " = #L

0
Qs !!1 rt! ";!!1 rt + # J!!1 rt! "v#!1rv

# $# $
j J!!1 rt! "jdr: !5"

The term !!1 rt + # J!!1 rt! "v#!1rv
# $

can be approximated by its
Taylor expansion, !!1 rt! " + rJ!!1 rt! "v= # J!!1 rt! "v#. The error of this
approximation can be estimated by the !rst remainder of the Taylor
expansion, whose vector norm is in proportion to 1

2 r=# J!!1 rt! "v#
# $2

,
indicating that the error is at a scale of r2. In practice, this error can be
ignored, for we assume that the diffusion displacement r is suf!ciently
smaller than the image resolution in our spin conservation model. By
using this approximation, the following relation between #t and #s

can be derived:

"t rt;v! " = j J!!1 rt! "j"s !!1 rt! ";
J!!1 rt! "v
#J!!1 rt! "v#

 !

: !6"

To further incorporate the Eq. (6) into the q-space reconstruction,
we make use of the generalized q-sampling reconstruction method
(Yeh et al., 2010), which formulates the relation between the original
SDF and diffusion MR signals as the following equation:

"s!rs;u" = A$
i
Wi rs! "sinc #

%%%%%%%%%%
6Dbi

q
bgi;u N

& '
!7"

where A is the constant term for the SDF quadrature, and i iterates
through all diffusion acquisitions. Wi (rs) is the diffusion MR signal at
rs acquired by b-value=bi and diffusion gradient direction=gi. # is
the diffusion length ratio that controls the covering percentage of the
diffusion spins (e.g. #=1.25 covers more than 80% of the diffusion
spins). D is the diffusivity of the diffusion spins, and bgi;u N the inner
product of the diffusion gradient direction and ODF sampling direc-
tion (both are unit vectors). Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), the equation
for our q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction can be derived as
follows:

"t rt;v! " = J!!1 rt! "
(((

(((A$
i
Wi !!1 rt! "

# $
sinc #

%%%%%%%%%%
6Dbi

q
bgi;

J!!1 rt! "v
#J!!1 rt! "v#

N

 !
:

!8"

Eq. (8) is the reconstruction equation for our q-space diffeo-
morphic reconstruction method, which directly calculates the
transformed SDF in the template space from the diffusion MR signals
Wi. In this equation, the numerical estimations include 1) the esti-
mation of Wi !!1 rt! "

! "
, which can be implemented by trilinear inter-

polation; 2) the transformed sampling vector, J!!1 rt! "v, which can be

estimated by
!!1 rt + $v! "!!!1 rt!$v! "

2$
if an analytical form is not

available and 3) the Jacobian determinant j J!!1 rt! "j, which can be
calculated analytically or estimated by numerical approximation.

Quantitative analysis

The diffusion characteristics of a !ber population can be analyzed
by using quantitative anisotropy (QA) (Yeh et al., 2010), which is
de!ned as the amount of the spins that undergo diffusion along the
!ber orientation:

QA r; â! " = Z0 " r; â! "!I " r! "! "! " !9"

where â is the orientation of the !ber de!ned by the local maximumof
the SDF, and I " r! "! " is the background isotropic component, which can
be approximated by the minimum value of the SDF, i.e. minu " r;u! "! ".
Z0 is a constant that scales the amount of diffusion spinswith respect to

1 mm3 free water diffusion, and Z0 satis!es Z0I(#0)=1, where #0 is a
SDF estimated from a 1 mm3 free water diffusion voxel. If #0 is
measured from a voxel having a larger volume, e.g. 2 mm3, we may
calibrate Z0 by Z0I(#0)=2, assuming that the linearity relation holds.
One should note that the calibration needs to be conducted in the
subject space, since the volume of the free water diffusion we
mentioned here is in the subject space. The estimation of Z0 can be
made by considering cerebrospinal "uid (CSF) as free water diffusion
and using voxels in CSF to calibrate Z0. A more accurate approach can
be conducted by including a free water tube in the scanner as a
calibration sample. By calibrating the Z0 constant, QA has a unit in
mm3, which represents the equivalent volume of diffusion spins that
diffuse in the !ber orientation â. For example, QA r; â! " = 0.2 mm3

means that the amount of the spins moving in orientation â is
equivalent to 0.2 mm3 within a unit voxel at r. If the !ber spans
multiple voxels, wemay also calculate the accumulated QA as follows:

#
R

QA r; â r! "! "dr !10"

where R is the region occupied by the !ber and â r! " is the !ber
orientation at coordinate r.

Atlas construction

An SDF atlas can be constructed by averaging the transformed SDFs
of each subject:

"t!rt;û" =
1
n
$
n

i=1
"t;i!rt;û" !11"

where i denotes the ith subject, n is the total number of the subjects,
and #t,i is the transformed SDF of the ith subject. One should note that
this direct averaging approach is feasible because the transformed SDF
is a quantity-based measure. For measures based on fractional values
such as probability or volume fraction, weighted averaging should be
used to consider the difference in spin quantity between subjects.

Simulation study

To examine the performance of the q-space diffeomorphic recon-
struction, we simulated 90° crossing !bers in a 128 mm!128 mm!
5 mm space with each voxel having 1 mm isotropic resolution. The
crossing !bers, sized 64 mm!64 mm!5 mm, contained two !ber
populations crossed at a right angle and were placed in the center of
the space, as shown in Fig. 1(A). For each simulation voxel, the
diffusionMRI signalswere simulated by using amixedGaussianmodel
that consists of two !ber populations (Alexander et al., 2002; Tuch
et al., 2002).

S!b;b̂" = S 0! "f1 exp !bb̂TD1b̂
# $

+ S 0! "f2 exp !bb̂TD2b̂
# $

!12"

where b and b̂ are the b-value and the diffusion gradient direction,
respectively. The !ber population ratio between the horizontal and
vertical !bers was set to 3:2, resulting in f1=0.6, and f2=0.4. D1 and
D2 are the diffusion tensor matrices, having a fractional anisotropy
(FA) value of 0.67. This FA value was determined according to the
in vivo FA value of the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum
(Bhagat et al., 2007). The D1 tensor is oriented in the horizontal
direction, and the D2 tensor is oriented in the vertical direction. Mean
diffusivity was set to 0.5!10!3 mm2/s. The signal behavior in the
background follows a simple exponential decay that simulates free
water diffusion. The images were simulated under b0-SNR=100 with
Rician noise (Gudbjartsson and Patz, 1995) added. A 203-point grid
sampling schemewith amaximumb-value of 6000 s/mm2was used to
generate the MR signals. The grid sampling points were obtained by
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iterating the integers qx, qy, and qz and satisfying that qx2+qy2+
qz2%13, a setting that is according to the optimum DSI sampling
scheme recommended by Kuo et al. (2008).

To fully exploit the diffeomorphic features, we devised a nonlinear
transformation !eld !, whose inverse function is de!ned as follows:

!!1
x
y
z

2

4

3

5

0

@

1

A=
x + 2 cos 6% y= L! " sin 6% x = L! "
y + 2 sin 6% y= L! " cos 6% x = L! "

z

2

4

3

5 !13"

where L is the dimension of the space in the x and y directions
(L=128 in this simulation). The analytics form of the Jacobian matrix
is also available.

J!!1

x
y
z

2

4

3

5

0

@

1

A=
1+12% cos 6% y=L! "cos 6% x=L! " = L !12% sin 6% y=L! " sin 6% x=L! "=L 0
!12% sin 6% y=L! " sin 6% x=L! "=L 1+12% cos 6% y=L! "cos 6% x=L! "=L 0

0 0 1

2

4

3

5:

!14"

The resulting deformation !eld ! is shown in Fig. 1(B). The
crossing angles range from 57.27° to 90.00°. This range is within the
resolution limit of DSI (Zhan and Yang, 2006); therefore, the failure to
resolve the crossing angle can be totally attributed to our proposed
reconstruction method. Moreover, the local stretch ratios (deformed
length/original length) of the deformation !eld range from 0.77 to
1.42, whereas those of our in-house collected DSI dataset after nor-
malization range from 0.84 to 1.10. Therefore, the deformation !eld
used in our simulation can generate comparable distortion to examine
our reconstruction method.

Our q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction method was applied to
the simulated MR signals to obtain the transformed SDFs. The
diffusion sampling length ratio (#) was set to 1.25, as recommended
by the GQI study, to cover more than 80% of the diffusion spins. The
SDF had 642 sampling orientations generated from tessellating an
icosahedron (8 divisions on each edge), resulting in angular reso-
lution equal to 8.09°. For comparison, the original SDFs were obtained
from the GQI reconstruction using the same setting (#=1.25).

The !ber orientations were determined by the peak orientations of
an SDF, and the angular error is de!ned as the inner angle between the
resolved !ber orientation and the actual !ber geometry. The angular
error of the transformed SDF was compared with the angular reso-
lution of our ODF sampling (8.09°) to examine whether the angular
error was signi!cantly larger than the ODF sampling resolution. The
modi!ed streamline !ber tracking (Wedeen et al., 2008) was
conducted using the !ber orientations de!ned by the transformed
SDFs to examine whether the generated tractography could reveal the
connections in the horizontal and vertical directions. The starting

locations of the !ber tracts were randomly placedwithin the phantom
region, and the initial direction was determined by the peak
orientations of the SDFs. If an SDF hadmore than one peak orientation,
the initial direction was randomly chosen from the resolved
orientations. Trilinear interpolation was used to estimate the propa-
gation direction. The step size was 0.5 mm (half of the spacing), and
the maximum turning angle was 60°. The QA values were used to
determine the termination of the !ber, and a QA threshold of 0.1 mm3

per voxel was chosen to include the minimum QA value of the !ber
populations in the simulated phantom.

In addition to the !ber orientations, we also compared the QA
values of the horizontal !bers with those of the vertical !bers. The
accumulated QA of each !ber population was further calculated to
examine whether it could reveal the population ratio between the
horizontal and vertical !bers (f1=0.6, and f2=0.4). This analysis was
conducted on both the original and transformed SDF to examine
whether the analysis results from the two were consistent.

MRI acquisition

A total of 90 volunteers (45males and 45 females)were included in
this study. The subjects ranged in age from 18 to 60 years old. The
mean ages of the male and female volunteers were 32.58 and
33.58 years old, respectively, with standard deviations of 12.96 and
12.26, respectively. The age difference was not statistically signi!cant
(p=0.7078, two-tail). The volunteers had no known history of
neurological or mental disorder. The study was approved by the
Research Ethics Committee at theNational TaiwanUniversityHospital.
Written informed consent was obtained from the participants.

The diffusion MR images were acquired on a 3 T MRI scanner (Trio,
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using an 8-channel head coil. The
structure imageswas acquired by a T2-weighted fast spin echo sequence
with parameters TR/TE=5920/102 ms, and slice thickness of 3.0 mm,
256!256 acquisition matrix, and 25!25 cm !eld of view rendered in
35 axial slices. The diffusion images were acquired by using a pulse-
gradient spin-echo diffusion EPI sequence with twice-refocused
balanced echo (Reese et al., 2003). A total of 45 trans-axial slices were
acquired to cover the whole brain. An isotropic spatial resolution of
3 mmwasobtained in both in-plane and through-plane resolutions. The
maximum diffusion sensitivity (bmax) was 6000 s/mm2 and TR/TE was
9100/142 ms. A total of 203 grid sampling points were acquired as
proposed by an optimization study (Kuo et al., 2008), resulting in a
scanning time of 45 min.

The diffeomorphic mapping between each individual and the ICBM-
152 template was obtained using SPM5 (Wellcome Trust Centre for
Neuroimaging, London, UK). For each subject, the b0 imagewas linearly
registered to the T2-weighted image using mutual information as the
cost function. The T2-weighted image was then nonlinearly normalized
to the ICBM-152 T2 templatewith source smoothing=8 mm, frequency
cutoff=25, iterations=16, and voxel sizes=2 mm!2 mm!2 mm. A
total of 7!9!7=441 coef!cients were obtained in the normalization
process. The overall diffeomorphic mapping was then obtained by
combining the result of the linear registration and nonlinear normal-
ization. The transformed SDFs were obtained by our q-space diffeo-
morphic reconstruction method with #=1.25. The obtained SDFs of
each subject were averaged to construct the NTU-90 brain atlas,
resulting in a 2 mm!2 mm!2 mm high angular resolution diffusion
atlas. The NTU-90 atlas can be downloaded from http://dsi-studio.
labsolver.org.

The !ber tracking on the NTU-90 atlas was also conducted using the
same trackingalgorithmused in thephantomstudy.We selected arcuate
fasciculus as the test example, since it is known to have superimposed
crossing !bers that cannot be resolved by DTI, and its functional
localization in the cerebral cortex is well-established. This allowed us to
examine the accuracy of the tractography by correlating the !ber
termination locations with the functional anatomy of language

Fig. 1. (A) The original !eld of the simulated crossing !bers. (B) The transformation
!eld of the diffeomorphism applied to the crossing !bers. The green lines represent the
vertical !bers, and the red lines represent the horizontal !bers. The diffeomorphism
models nonlinear transformation that includes scaling and rotation.
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processing. Theseeding regionwas selectedmanuallyusing the interface
provided byDSI Studio (http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org). An oval seeding
regionwith a radius of 14 mmwasmanually placedat thesupramarginal
gyrus, and only the !bers passing in the anterior–posterior direction
were selected. The step size was 1 mm, and the turning angle was 60°.
QA values were used to determine the termination of the tracking
algorithm.AQA threshold of 0.164 mm3per voxelwasusedbasedon the
inspected QA values near the gray–white junction.

To compare the NTU-90 atlas with a DTI atlas, we conducted !ber
tracking on the IIT2 template (Zhang et al., 2011), which has a spatial
resolution of 1 mm. An identical tracking algorithm, seeding strategy,
!ber selection direction, and parameters were used, except that the
principal eigenvector of the tensor matrix was used as the !ber
orientation and that the FA were used to determine the !ber ter-
mination. An FA threshold of 0.164 was used to obtain the same white
matter coverage. The termination locations of the !ber tracts were
examined by using the cortical surface rendered from the ICBM white
matter atlas (Fonov et al., 2011).

Results

Simulation

The analysis of the angular error showed that the average angular
error of the horizontal !bers was 2.25° on the transformed SDFs,
whereas that of the vertical !bers was 2.27°. These two errors are
signi!cantly smaller than the angular resolution of an ODF, which is
8.09° (pb0.001). This result suggests that in our 90°-crossing simu-
lation, the resolved!bers on the transformed SDFs achieved the angular
resolution of ourODF sampling. Thismeets our aim that the transformed
SDFs obtained from our q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction preserve
the !ber orientations and can be used in !ber tracking.

The results of !ber tracking applied to the transformed SDF are
shown in Fig. 2. The horizontal !ber (red) and vertical !bers (green) are
presented separately for ease of viewing. The horizontal and vertical
!ber tracts show continuous tracts, and the tracts are consistent with
our simulation and deformation setting shown in Fig. 1. This result
suggests that !ber tracking can be applied to the !ber orientations
resolved from the transformed SDFs to tract the !ber pathways and to
reveal the connection pattern between connected regions.

TheQAmappings of the horizontal and vertical!bers in the original
space are shown in Figs. 3A and B, respectively. These QA mappings
show homogeneous intensity, since the horizontal and vertical !bers
have no deformation warping in the original space. The ratio between
the accumulated QA of the horizontal and vertical !bers is 1.497, a
value that reveals our simulation setting of the population ratio (3:2).

The QA mapping of the horizontal and vertical !bers in the
transformed space are shown in Figs. 3C and D, respectively. These
QA mappings present inhomogeneous intensity due to the diffeo-
morphic warping, and the high intensity areas shown in Figs. 3C and D
correspond to the areas with greater !ber packing shown in Fig. 1B.
The ratio between the accumulated QA of the horizontal and vertical is
1.500, which is consistent with our simulation setting. This result
shows that the accumulated QA obtained from the transformed SDFs
can also reveal the !ber population ratio, even though the QAmapping
in the transformed space presents an inhomogeneous pattern.

In vivo study

To examine the performance of our method in vivo, we randomly
selected one case from our normal volunteers and conducted qua-
litative comparison between the original and transformed SDFs, as
shown in Figs. 4(A) and (B), respectively. The isotropic component of
the SDF is removed to facilitate presentation, and directional colors
are used to represent the orientations. The coronal slice was placed in
the centrum semiovale, where corpus callosum, corticospinal tract,
and superior longitudinal fasciculus form a three-way crossing region.
As can be seen in the !gure, the !ber orientations presented by the
transformed SDFs show discernable crossing !ber orientations, and
the !ber orientations follow the connection geometry of the !ber
bundles. This suggests that the transformed SDF obtained from our q-
space diffeomorphic reconstruction can resolve !ber orientations in
the crossing regions.

The SDFs of the NTU-90 atlas are shown in Fig. 5, where the coronal
slice presents the body of the corpus callosum and centrum semiovale.
The isotropic components of the SDFs are removed to present the
anisotropic component, and the size is scaledaccording to the remaining
magnitude of the SDF. As shown in the !gure, the SDFs present the
connections between the corpus callosum (cc) and cerebral cortex, and
also the connection between the corticospinal tracts (cst) and themotor
cortex. These two connections form a crossing region that is readily
discernable by the SDFs. The anterior–posterior passing !bers can also
be identi!ed, including the cingulum bundle (cb) and superior
longitudinal fasciculus (slf). These SDFs demonstrate that our NTU-90

Fig. 2. The !ber tracking results of the (A) horizontal !bers and (B) vertical !bers. The
!ber tracking is based on the !ber orientations obtained from the q-space
diffeomorphic reconstruction. The !ber tracts show continuous routes that are
consistent with the deformation !eld shown in Fig. 1(B), suggesting that the !ber
tracking is still applicable to the !ber orientations obtained from the q-space
diffeomorphic reconstruction.

Fig. 3. (A) The quantitative anisotropy (QA) mapping of the horizontal !bers in the
original space; (B) QA mapping of the vertical !bers in the original space; (C) QA
mapping of the horizontal !bers in the transformed space; and (D) QA mapping of the
vertical !bers in the transformed space. In the original space, the QA values show a
homogeneous pattern, since the !ber populations are uniform in the simulated space.
In the transformed space, the QA mapping presents an inhomogeneous pattern, due to
the diffeomorphic warping presented in Fig. 1(B). The higher QA values represent
higher packing of the !ber populations, whereas lower QA values represent lower
packing.
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atlas can identify each individual !ber bundle in crossing regions and
present their connection patterns. In addition to the !ber orientations,
the magnitude of the SDF seems to reveal the compactness of the !ber
bundles. Larger SDFs can be observed at the mid-sagittal portion of the
corpus callosum !bers, which are known to be highly packed. The
magnitude gradually decreases as !bers head toward the cerebral
cortex, suggesting the spreading of the!bers as they approach the gray–
white matter junction. This observation leads to speculation that the
SDF could be used to reveal the number of axonal !bers; however, this
claim requires examination in further studies.

The QA of the major !bers of the NTU-90 atlas is shown in Fig. 6.
The major !ber is de!ned by the maximum peak of the transformed
SDF to present the most prominent !ber population in a given voxel.
As shown in the !gure, the QA mapping shows high intensity in
regions having high compact !bers, such as the corpus callosum and
internal capsule, whereas the gray matter regions have low intensity.
This contrast pattern can be used to determine the termination
location in !ber tracking.

The tractography of the arcuate fasciculus !bers generated from
NTU-90 and the DTI atlas are shown in Fig. 7. The !ber tracts of the
arcuate fasciculus generated from the NTU-90 atlas present a curved
bundle connecting frontal and temporal lobes without deviating to
other tracts. In contrast, the !ber tracts generated from the DTI atlas
show obvious upward and downward deviations near the prefrontal
cortex. The deviated tracts were extracted using the !ber selection
interface provided by DSI Studio and are shown in Fig. 7(C); the !ber
tracts deviate to the corona radiata and inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus via the crossing with the arcuate fasciculus. This underlines
the limitation of DTI in resolving crossing !bers.

Fig. 8 shows the !ber tracts generated on the NTU-90 atlas and
overlapped with the cortical surface. The cortical surface is rendered
independently from an externally supplied 1!1!1 mm resolution
ICBM-152 white matter image (Fonov et al., 2011). The inset !gures
further present the detail termination locations of the !ber tracts and
their relative locations to the gyral folding near the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (dlpc), inferior frontal gyrus (ifg), superior temporal

Fig. 4. The coronal slices of the spin distribution function (SDF) in the (A) original space and (B) ICBM-152 space. The slice focuses on the central semiovale, where the corticospinal
tract, corpus callosum, and superior longitudinal fasciculus form a three-way crossing. The crossing !bers are readily discernable on both SDFs, and the resolve !ber orientations are
consistent with the anatomical structure.

Fig. 5. The spin distribution function (SDF) of the NTU-90 brain atlas presented in the coronal view. The crossing !bers formed by the corpus callosum (cc) and corticospinal tract
(cst) can be resolved by the SDFs. The anterior–posterior passing !bers can also be identi!ed, such as the cingulum bundle (cb) and superior longitudinal fasciculus (slf). The corpus
callosum !bers in the mid-sagittal region show larger SDFs due to their high packing density. The size gradually decreases as the !bers approach the gray matter, suggesting that the
!bers fan out as they approach the cerebral cortex.
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gyrus (stg), and inferior temporal gyrus (itg); these regions are
known to be related to language processing (Hickok and Poeppel,
2007). As shown in the !gure, the tractography shows continuous
!ber pathways without interruption, and the inset !gures show that
the locations of !ber terminations match the anatomical localization
of the cortical regions related to language processing. This result
suggests that !ber tracking can be applied to our atlas to obtain !ber
pathways and localization of connected regions.

Discussion

We present a high angular resolution brain atlas, NTU-90, which is
constructed by applying our q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction to
90 DSI datasets and averaging the transformed SDFs. The performance
of our q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction method was examined
by a simulation study. The simulation showed that the transformed
SDF can preserve the principle !ber orientations, and the resolved

!ber orientations can be used in !ber tracking to generate !ber tracts
and to reveal the connection pattern in the transformed space. The
accumulated QA obtained from the transformed SDFs can reveal the
ratio of the !ber populations, even though the QA mapping presents
an inhomogeneous pattern due to the diffeomorphic warping.

In addition to the simulation study, the performance of our q-space
diffeomorphic reconstructionmethodwas qualitatively examined on an
in vivo dataset. The in vivo study demonstrates that the SDF can be
transformed to the ICBM-152 space, and the peak orientations of the
transformedSDFs are consistentwith theanatomical structures.Wealso
demonstrate that the averaged SDFs in the NTU-90 atlas can resolve
crossing!bers and that themagnitude can re"ect the packing density of
the!ber bundles. TheQAmappingof themajor!ber in theNTU-90 atlas
delineates the white matter structure, which can be used to de!ne the
terminations of !ber bundles. Further tractography results of the
arcuate fasciculus showed continuous !ber pathways and de!nite
cortical terminations related to language processing.

Fig. 6. The quantitative anisotropy (QA) mapping of the major !bers in the NTU-90 atlas. The major !ber is de!ned by the orientation of the maximum value on the obtained spin
distribution function (SDF), so themajor !ber represents themost prominent !ber population of a voxel. The QAmapping delineates white matter structures and reveals the amount
of the diffusion spins in the major !ber population.

Fig. 7. (A) The tractography of the arcuate fasciculus generated from the NTU-90 atlas and (B) that generated from a DTI atlas. An identical tracking algorithm and parameters were
used. The region of interest was placed at the supramarginal gyrus, and only the anterior–posterior !ber tracts were selected. The !ber tracts generated from the NTU-90 atlas
present connections between the frontal and temporal lobes without visible deviation. In contrast, the !ber tracts generated from the DTI atlas suffer from obvious deviation,
possibly due to the ambiguity of crossing !bers. The deviated !bers are presented in (C), showing false connections to the corona radiata and inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus.
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Our NTU-90 atlas offers some unique features that may be worth
noting. First, it is able to resolve crossing !bers and to support !ber
tracking in !ber crossing regions. This feature can solve the crossing
!ber problem of the DTI atlas and may have potential applications in
brain connectome research. Second, the SDF of the NTU-90 atlas can
re"ect the variation of the relative !ber population, and the larger SDF
can be observed in regionswith high packing of !bers. This featuremay
be further exploited to quantify the brain connections. In addition to the
features of our NTU-90 atlas, the q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction
method proposed in this study also has several unique features. First,
although not fully demonstrated in this study, the q-space diffeo-
morphic reconstruction method is readily applicable to a wide range of
diffusion sampling schemes, including single-shell (also known as the
high angular resolution diffusion imaging, HARDI), multiple-shell, and
grid sampling scheme (also known as the DSI acquisition). This enables
future studies to make use of either grid sampling or multiple shell
sampling schemes. Second, the q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction
method can be applied to any spatial transformation method that
satis!es diffeomorphism, including rigid body transformation, af!ne
transformation, and nonlinear transformations. As a result, our q-space
reconstruction method is equally applicable to methods performing
registration using diffusion MRI (Chiang et al., 2008; Leemans et al.,
2006; Van Hecke et al., 2007) or using structure MRI. To obtain the
transformed SDF, our method needs only the transformation functions
de!ned by those methods and thus opens up opportunities to incor-
porate their registration ability. Third, the transformed SDF obtained by
our q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction is a spin quantity measure-
ment, which is readily addable. In contrast, probabilistic measurements
or fractional values such as diffusionODF or FOD contain no spin density
information, and direct addition of these measurements implicitly
assumes that the spin density is uniform among subjects. Using these
measurements to construct an atlas may require extra steps to consider
the spin quantity difference between subjects. One may also note that

DTI does not have spin density information, either. This is obvious in the
!rst step of the tensor calculation,where thediffusionweighted signal is
divided by the b0 signal, i.e. S(b)/S(0). This division cancels out the spin
density, and the diffusion tensor estimated is also a probabilistic mea-
surement based on Gaussian distribution, as pointed out by Basser
(2002).

There are several limitations in our q-space diffeomorphic recon-
struction. First, diffeomorphic mapping requires that the mapping
function have an inverse function, and that the inverse function be
differentiable. In practice, the existence of an inverse function implies
that the subject and the template should have a one-to-one structure
mapping, which may not be universally applicable. For example,
subjects having pathological changes due to tumor or hematoma may
not be eligible for diffeomorphic reconstruction, since it does not ful!ll
the one-to-one requirement. The second limitation is inherited from the
GQI reconstruction, which requires additional spin density information
to quantify the amount of diffusion spin. Alternatively, the b0 images
can also be used as the spin densitymap if the T2 shine through effect is
corrected.

The brain atlas constructed in this study also has limitations. First, all
volunteers were recruited locally. This subject pool has a biased
spectrum of age and may not fully represent the general population.
Applying this atlas to a group study may require consideration of this
limitation. Second, prominent distortion in the frontal base can be
observed in our acquired diffusion images, and this distortion is also
visible in our NTU-90 atlas. This susceptibility-induced distortion is due
to the long EPI read-out, and it can be corrected by acquiring additional
!eld maps (Hsu et al., 2009) or by using a higher acceleration factor in
parallel imaging. In this study, we did not employ any of the above
methods to minimize the distortion because the applicable !eld
mapping techniques and parallel imaging with an acceleration factor
of 4 were not readily available during the years of data collection.
Hypothetically, the measured displacements could be combined with

Fig. 8. Overlay of the cortical surface with the !ber tracts of the arcuate fasciculus generated from the NTU-90 atlas. The !ber tracts show de!nite termination near the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (dlpc), inferior frontal gyrus (ifg), superior temporal gyrus (stg), and inferior temporal gyrus (itg). The cortical surface was independently generated from an
externally supplied 1!1!1 mm resolution ICBM-152white matter image. The tractography of the arcuate fasciculus shows continuous !ber pathways without interruption, and the
cortical terminations match the anatomical locations of language processing. This demonstrates the potential application of the NTU-90 atlas to obtain !ber pathways and their
functional localization in the cerebral cortex.
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the displacement computed from the SPM spatial normalization and
incorporated into the q-space diffeomorphic reconstruction. Third, the
diffusion acquisition we used has a relatively low spatial resolution
(3 mm isotropic resolution) in comparison to the resolution of the
ICBM-152 template (1 mm isotropic resolution). The inadequate
resolution may result in inaccurate mapping of the !ne structures,
and a better spatial resolution setting is needed to construct a high
de!nition brain atlas. Fourth, we use b0 image as the spin density
mapping to calculate the SDF, an approach that is not an accurateway to
measure the spin density because we did not correct the T2 shine
through effect of the b0 images. An atlas that uses accurate spin density
calibration is needed in future studies. Lastly, we did not evaluate the
registration accuracy of the spatial normalization in SPM. By comparing
with SPM, Klein et al. have reported that there are several spatial
mapping methods that achieve better brain registration (Klein et al.,
2009). Further improvement of the template should be attainable if a
better method is used in a future study.
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